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ALGEBRAS OF ANALYTIC GERMS

BY

WILLIAM R. ZAMEf1)

ABSTRACT. Let S be a Stein-Riemann domain with global local coordinates

cr    . . . , a .   Let A" be a compact subset of S.   Denote  by G(X)   the algebra of

germs on X of functions analytic near X.   A subalgebra of 6(X)   containing the

germs of cr,, • • • , a    and the constants is stable if it is closed under differen-
1 TZ

tiation with respect to the coordinates  a    ..., a .   In this paper the relation-

ship of a stable algebra to its spectrum is investigated.   In general, there is no

natural imbedding of the spectrum into a Stein manifold.   We give necessary and

sufficient conditions that such an imbedding exists, and show that a stable alge-

bra whose spectrum admits such an imbedding has a simple description.   More

generally, we show that a stable algebra is determined by its spectrum.   This

leads to certain approximation theorems.

1. Introduction.  A central problem in the theory of several complex variables

is that of determining which analytic functions can be approximated by analytic

functions belonging to a particular algebra.   An important case can be handled via

the Oka-Weiltheorem:   if K is a compact set in Cn, then a function analytic near

the polynomially convex hull of K can be approximated near K by polynomials.   As

the polynomially convex hull of K can be identified with the spectrum of the alge-

bra of polynomials on K, this suggests the importance of investigating the spectra

of certain algebras of analytic functions.

The natural setting for this investigation is algebras of functions analytic

near a compact subset K of a Riemann domain.   In order to avoid the complications

that may arise when K is relatively thin, it is convenient to consider germs of

functions on K, rather than the restrictions to K of these functions, and to endow

the algebra of germs that arises with a natural topology; the spectrum is unaffect-

ed by these changes.   The algebras we are primarily concerned with are closed

under differentiation and contain the germs of all global analytic functions; we

call such algebras stable.   The completion of the algebra of germs of polynomials

on a compact set in C" certainly enjoys these properties.

In §2, we describe the general setup and collect some preliminary results.

§3 is concerned with describing the spectrum of a stable algebra.   Unlike the
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situation for the polynomials, the spectrum of a stable algebra cannot generally be

realized as a subset of a complex manifold; we give necessary and sufficient con-

ditions under which such a realization is possible.   This leads to a nice descrip-

tion of such algebras.   In V4 we show that a stable algebra is determined by its

spectrum and derive an approximation theorem which is analogous to the polyno-

mial case. In §5 we consider briefly algebras which do not have many global germs,

and show that the study of such algebras may often be reduced to the study of

stable algebras.

2. Definitions and preliminary results.  Throughout this paper we let 5 be a

Stein manifold of dimension n with global local coordinate a = (ay •.., a ); i.e.,

a Stein-Riemann domain.   If U is an open subset of 5, then 0(Í7) denotes the al-

gebra of functions analytic on U, equipped with the topology of uniform conver-

gence on compact sets.   For  V C U,  t¡jV- ü(l/) —» 0(V) denotes the restriction.

If K is a compact subset of 5, then {iA(U), r^v: K C V C U\ is an inductive system

of topological algebras; we let C<(K) denote the inductive limit.   Then G(K) is

the algebra of germs on K of functions analytic in some neighborhood of K.   If / is

analytic near K, we denote the germ of / on K by f;  / is a representative of f.   The

map of Ö(U) into 0(K) given by / —» f will be denoted by r^.   We give 0(K) the

inductive limit topology; i.e., the finest (not necessarily locally convex) topology

rendering each  r..  continuous.   This topology is described in the following propo-

sition, the proof of which is a standard argument (see [6], [8], [12] for more detail-

ed discussion).

Proposition 2.1.   Let "¡f C 0(K) and f £ 6(K).   Then f lies in the closure of Ï

if and only if there is an open set  U 3 K and functions f, f.,• • •, in 0(1/) such

that f is a representative of f, each f.  is a representative of a germ in A, and f.

converges to f in <J(U).

If A is a subalgebra of Q(K) containing 1, set A(U) = r~ }(A) = [/ £ ©((/): f £

A\ tot each open U containing K. It is easy to see that [A(U); ruv\ is an induc-

tive system and that (algebraically)

A = inductive limit  \A(U); ruv\.

Using 2.1, it may be seen that the inductive limit topology on A from the system

\A(U); ruv\ agrees with the subspace topology from G(K).  (It is for this reason

that we prefer the nonlocally convex inductive limit topology; the continuous lin-

ear functionals are identical, in any case.)

If f e 6(K), we may abuse terminology and regard f as a function on K.   We

set

||f||K  =sup,|f(x)|:% £ K\.
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Then  || • ||K is a continuous seminorm on 0(K), and defines a (possibly non-Haus-

dorff) topology on 0(K).   The following proposition seems to have first been no-

ticed by Harvey and Wells [lO] for 6(K).

Proposition 2.2.   Let A be a subalgebra of Ö(K) containing 1.   Then the in-

ductive limit topology and the seminorm topology admit the same continuous com-

plex-valued homomorphisms.

Proof.  If this were not so, there would be a homomorphism cp of A, continuous

relative to the inductive limit topology, and a germ f e A such that cp(() = 1 >

\\(\\ K.   We may choose an open set  U C K and a representative / £ A(U) of f such

that Il/H,, < 1.   Then  1 - / is invertible in Q(U), and its inverse lies in the clo-

sure of A(U).   Since cf> ° r,. is a continuous homomorphism of A(U), it extends to

the closure.   This yields the following contradictory chain of equalities:

1 = </> o ry[(l -f)-lil-f)]={<p0 ryUl - f)~l]\\cp oryU - f)\ = 0,

since  cp ° r.,(l - /) = </>(l - f) = 0.   This contradiction establishes the proposition.

Observe from 2.1 that A is closed in U(K) if and only if A(fJ) is closed in

Ü((7) for each U; thus the same argument may be used to establish the following

proposition.

Proposition 2.3.  If A is a closed subalgebra of (J(K) containing 1, then every

complex-valued homomorphism oj A is continuous.

If B is a topological algebra, then the spectrum Aß of B is the space of con-

tinuous, nonzero, complex-valued homomorphisms of B, equipped with the weak

*-topology.   If / £ B  then the Gelfand transform of / is the continuous function

i" on Aß defined by f" (cp) = cp(f) for all cp £ AB.

If A is a subalgebra of  0(K) containing 1, let AQ denote the algebra of con-

tinuous functions on K that agree with germs in A.   The map A —> A Q has as its

kernel the collection of germs f such that  ||f||K = 0.   If we give AQ the norm

I • ||K, then from 2.2, together with the fact that  ||f||K = 0 implies /  = 0 on AA,

it follows that A and AQ have the same spectrum.   Since AAQ is compact, this

enables us to use techniques from the theory of function algebras.   We refer to [7]

for facts concerning function algebras.

If U and V ate open with  K C V C U, then the maps ruy, r,, have adjoints

r*uv: AA(U)^AA(U)    and    r]): AA — AA(U) given by

r*vi<p)if)=<pif\V);        r*(rA)(/) = cA(f).

A straightforward argument similar to the locally convex case shows that

AA = projective limit \AA(U); r*    \

and the maps  r ^ are projective limit maps.

Let  D. denote differentiation with respect to o..   For each / and each open
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set U, D . is a continuous linear operator on Ü(U).   Since  D. commutes with the

restrictions  r^y, there is induced on 0(K) a continuous linear operator  D.  com-

muting with the restrictions  r¡j.

Definition 2.4.  Let K be a compact subset of 5.   A subalgebra A of Q(K) will

be called stable if

(i)  f £ A fot each / 6 0(5);

(ii)  D .f e A for each f £ A, 1 < / < ».

Condition (i) ensures that A contains "enough" germs; in particular, a. £ A

tot each z, and A separates the points of K.   (In §5, we examine the effect of

weakening this condition.)   Observe that (ii) is equivalent to the requirement that

each A(U) be closed under differentiation.

The following result is due to Bishop and is essentially contained in [4].

Theorem 2.5.   Let M be a Riemann domain with global local coordinate p =

(zij,. • . , p ) and let B be a closed subalgebra of 0(M) containing the a. and the

constants, and closed under differentiation.   Then AB  may be given the structure

of a Stein-Riemann domain in such a way that:

(i)  p  = ip,, • • • , p   ) is a global local coordinate;

(ii)   ß~=Ö(Aß);
(iii)  the map 8: M —» Aß given by 8(m)(f)= /(ttz) z's an analytic local homeo-

morphism; it is a homeomorphism if B separates the points of M;

(iv)   every component of Aß  intersects  8(M);

(v)   for each f £ B and each j,  (D .f ) D .(/  ), where  D .(/  ) denotes the de-

rivative of f   with respect to a..

Returning to our situation, since 5 is Stein, A0(5) =5.   If we let t7(<tj) =

(<b(o ),■•', cb(o )) and n^ep) = (cp(crl \ U), • • • , <p(°n I ^))> taen we have the commu-

tative diagram of Figure 1, where AA(U), AA(V), 5 and  C" are Stein-Riemann do-

mains and the maps between them are analytic local homeomorphisms.

l\A(U)
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3.  Geometry of the spectrum.  Let K be a compact subset of 5 and A a stable

subalgebra of 0(K).   In investigating the spectrum of A, there is clearly no loss

of generality in assuming A to be closed in G(K).   We retain the notation at the

end of §2; in particular we refer to the commutative diagram of Figure 1.

Proposition 3.1.   If x is a point of jt(AA), then rr~  (x) is totally disconnected.

Proof.  Let F be a connected component of it~  (x) and suppose that p and q

ate distinct points of F.   We can find an open set U containing K such that

r¡j(p) 4 Tyiq).   Observe that r^iF) is connected and that ttv ° Ty(F) = 77(F) = \x\.

Since 77j, is a local homeomorphism, there is an open set W in AA(U) which con-

tains  Tyip), and on which tt„ is a homeomorphism.   But then ru(F) C\ W = {ry(p)\,

which is absurd in view of the connectedness of ''fr(F).   It follows that F is a

singleton, so that tt_   (x) is totally disconnected.

Corollary 3.2.   The topological dimension of AA  does not exceed 2n.

Proof.  By 3.1, the fibers n~  (x) have dimension zero; since 77 is a closed

mapping, it follows from Theorem III. 6 of [14] that the dimension of AA does not

exceed the dimension of 77(AA).

Now we give necessary and sufficient conditions under which AA  admits a

"nice" imbedding into a complex manifold.   When such an imbedding exists, there

is an imbedding into AA(U) for some open U containing K; then A may be realized

as 0(r„(AA)).   First we need a lemma, the proof of which is a standard compact-

ness argument.

Lemma 3.3.  // X and Y are disjoint closed subsets of AA  then there is an

open set U containing K such that r^X) and r,.(Y) are disjoint.

Theorem 3.4.  The following conditions are equivalent:

(a) 77 is locally one-to-one;

(b) rs  is locally one-to-one;

(c) there is an open set U containing K such that r,, maps AA  homeomorphi-

cally into AA(U);

(d) there is a Riemann domain M of some dimension k and with spread map

p = (p    .. . y p ), and a homeomorphism F of AA into M such that p¡° F £ A    for

each i;

(e) there is a Stein manifold N and a homeomorphism G of AA into N such

that h°G £ A * for each h £ C(N).

Proof. Since  n = rs °a and a is a local homeomorphism, it is clear that (a)

and (b) are equivalent.   It is easy to see that (c) implies (d) and (e) since AA(U)

is a Stein-Riemann domain.   We show that (a) implies (c), (d) implies (a) and (e)

implies (c).
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Assume that for each point p £ AA  there is an open set  V/(p) on which 77 is

one-to-one.   Let x be a point of 7r(AA).   Since 77"  (x) is compact, we may choose

finitely many points  p. ,••■, p, in tt~   (x) such that 77~   (x) C U V/(p .).   We see

that W(p.) ft tt~1(x)= !p¿¡.   Thus there are open sets Vl'ipJ suchthat p. 6 W'(p.)C

VI'(p.)~ C Vi(p.) fot each i.   Then for  i /= j,  Vl'(p.)~ ft W'(p.)" = 0.   Repeated ap-

plications of 3.3 show that there is an open set   U(x) containing K such that

r*(x)[w'(p;)-]n7*(x)[w'(p;)-] = 0

whenever  i / j.

Choose an open set  V(x) in tt(AA) containing x tot which

n'Hvix))c U W'ipA;

this is possible since \J W (p .) is a neighborhood of tt~  (x) in AA.   Let s and t

be distinct points of 77""  (V(x)) and suppose that s £ VI'(p.) and t £ Vi'(p.).   If i ^

/' then our construction assures us that  ri¡ix\(s) F rfj(x)0); if  ' = 1 we already

have this condition.

Thus for each x in AA we have found open sets   U(x) and V(x) with x £ V(x)C

AA and K C U(x) C 5  such that if s and t ate distinct points of 7r~   (V(x)) then

rU(x)(s^ rU(x)(iï'   Compactness of AA  insures that we may find finitely many

points  Xj, x 2, • •• , x    in 77(AA) such that V(x.)y < . , V(x   ) cover 7r(AA).   If we let

(7=11 U(x.) then it is easy to see that  r¡. maps AA homeomorphically into AA(U).

Thus (a) implies (c).

To see that (d) implies (a), choose germs  f,, • • • , f, in A such that p ■ ° F =

f. for each z.   We may find an open set U containing K and functions fy,- • • , f,

in A(U) representing fj, • • ■ , ffe respectively.    Let  H = (/j , • • • , fk ) and / =

(f¡\ • • • , f~).   Then / = p ° F = H ° r£,.   IfpeAA then there is an open set VI

such that  F(p) £ W C M and p is a homeomorphism on Vi.   Thus, H ° r„  is one-to-

one on the open set  F~   (W)C AA.  There is an open set  Vi' C AA((7) containing

r,j(p) on which 77^  is a homeomorphism.   If we set Q = ru~   (VI  ) ft F~   (VI), we

may see that Q is an open subset of  AA  containing p on which 77 is one-to-one.

Finally we show that (e) implies (c).   It is well known (see [9]  for example)

that there are a finite number of functions h y • • • , hr in 0(/V) such that H =

(h., • • •, h ) is an analytic isomorphism of N with a closed submanifold of Cr.

There are germs  gj, • • • , g   in A such that h¡ ° G = g¿ for each z.   Set H  =

feí"- • • • . gr~) and observe that H ° G = H' ° r* •   & follows that r*   is one-to-one,

which completes the proof.

Lemma 3.5.   Let U be an open set containing K and VI a neighborhood of

7y(AA) ¿Tz AA((7).   T^eTZ there is an open set V with  K C V C U such that

r*uy(AA(V))CW.

Proof.  Choose a fundamental system \U .\  of relatively compact neighborhoods
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of K such that  U~   ¡ C (7. C (7.   For each z, let X . be the A((7.)-hull of (77 + , ;

that is

X.= {0 e AA(lL): |eó(/)| <sup|/(x)|¡

where the supremum extends over all x £ (77    . and all / e A((7¿).   Since AA((7¿)

is Stein, X. is compact.   It is easy to see that

KCr* (AA(Ui+l))CXt
¡+1   i

and that AA is the projective limit of the system !X;.; r y y \. Standard arguments

on the projective limit of compact spaces show that there is an integer k such that

Tyy  (X, ) C W.   Then we certainly have  Tyy       (AA((7fe + j)) C W as desired.

Theorem 3.6.   Let U be an open set containing K and suppose that r..  is a

homeomorphism of AA into AA(U).   Then A = ö(r*y(AA)).

Proof.   Let f be a germ in 0(r* (AA)) and let / £ Q(W) represent f.   We may

choose an open set V with  K C V C (7 such that f*uv(AA(V)) C W. Then f ° *y~l

is an analytic function on AA(V) and is thus the transform of a function  f. £

A(V).   A straightforward calculation shows that  tj   is independent of the choice of

representative for / and the open set V.   Thus if we set 0(f) = f,, it may be seen

that 4> is well defined and is a continuous homomorphism of topological algebras.

We show that it is an isomorphism.

Let f £ A  and choose an open set V,   K C V C (7, and a representative / £

A(V).   Since Ty is a homeomorphism and Ty = ruv ° ry, it follows that ryl/ maps

Ty(AA) homeomorphically onto ry(AA).   Then there is an open set Q 3 rv(AA)

such that  Tyy maps Q homeomorphically onto the open set Q   .   Let /, = /  °

[r^yl Q]~   , so that f2 e 0(Q').   If we let f2  be the germ of f2 on r^AA), it is

easy to see that <I>(L ) = f.    Hence $ is onto.

If f and g are distinct germs in U(r-(,(AA)), then they define different func-

tions on each of the manifolds AA(10.   Thus 0(f)/ $(g); $ is one-to-one.

It remains to show that  4>~     is continuous.   To this end, suppose that ig.|

is a sequence of germs in A tending to 0.    Then there is an open set V containing

K and representatives  g. £ A(V) which tend to 0 uniformly on compact subsets of

V.   With the aid of the above construction, it may be seen that  g. ° \j,,v \ Q]~

tends to 0 uniformly on compact subsets of Q  .   Thus  $~   (g.) tends to 0 in

(j(ry(AA)), which completes the proof.

If we regard K as a subset of AA((7), and A as an algebra of germs on AA((7),

then the above proof shows that (under the hypotheses of 3.6) each germ in A ex-

tends uniquely to a germ on  Ty(AA).

In general, AA does not admit a natural imbedding into a manifold, and A is

not isomorphic to 0(L) fot any compact L, as the following example demonstrates.

In C, let T   = \z: \z\ = 1 - 1/«S for each rz > 0 and let Tn = {z: \z\ = 1 j.    Let
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X = U~ = 0 Fn and let An = {f e 0(X): f | Fn is a polynomial for each 72 î; let A be

the completion of A Q in 0(X).   Then A is a complete stable algebra on X.   If D

is the closed disk bounded by Fn, then AA may be identified with the disjoint

union of the £>n, topologized so that Dn converges to D Q.   Alternatively, we may

identify AA  with the set

Y = \(z, w) £ C2: \z\ < 1 - w, w = 1, Y2, . . . l/n, ■ . . , 0}.

The equivalent conditions of 3.4 clearly fail here, and it is easy to see that A is

not isomorphic to 0(L) for any compact L.   (Observe that w £ 0(Y) but w is not

the transform of a germ in A.)   Finally we observe that 0(Y) and A    have the same

uniform completions as algebras of functions on Y.

Theorem 3.7.   // r*(AA) = K, then AA = K and A = C(K).

Proof.  If AA / K, then there are points x £ K and y £ AA such that rs(x) =

rc(y) = x and y /= x.   For each p £ AA, let F(p) be the component of AA contain-

ing p.   By the Silov idempotent theorem, there is a point a £ E(y) ft K.   Now we

have  rs(q) = q £ rs(E(y)), x = rs(y) £ rs(E(y)), so that rs(E(y)) C E(x).   It follows

that E(y) = £(x)= E(q).   Choose an open set U containing K such that ry(x)^

r(jiy).   Regarding U as an open subset of AA(fJ), we see that rfJ(E(x)) is compact,

connected and meets both U and (AA(U) - U).   It follows that ru(E(x)) contains

a point of the boundary of U relative to AA(U).   Since rs¡J ° r¡J(E(x)) C K, this is

impossible.   We conclude that A/4 = K; it follows from 3.6 that A = Q(K).

4.  Characterization of stable algebras.   In §3 we arrived at a concise de-

scription of complete stable algebras with a "reasonable" spectrum.   Such a de-

scription is not available for algebras whose spectrum is not well behaved, but we

show that a complete stable algebra is determined by its spectrum.   This leads to

certain approximation results.

Theorem 4.1.   Let A and B be complete stable algebras of germs on K with

A C B.   Let j: A —» B be the inclusion and j : Aß —»AA be its adjoint.   If j   is

a homeomorphism, then A = ß.

Proof.  Choose and fix an open set U containing K.   We will show that A(U) =

B(U).

Let /'[,: A(U) —> B(U) be the inclusion and j lJ be its adjoint.   Let us use 77,

TTy, Ty for the maps arising from A, and r, ru, pu for the maps arising from B.

Then we have the commutative diagram of Figure 2.
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P*V

For each x £ AA  define

E(x) j* op*-1 op*   o j

Figure 2

*-!(*)   = p*-1 o z*-1 o /*   or*y(x).

The collection  \E(x)\ is a decomposition of AA   into disjoint compact sets.   Ob-

serve that rr(E(x)) = rr(x).   Set  Y = tt(AA)= - ° ;'*(AB) = t(AB) and let y e Y.   The

set 77~   (y) O py(AB) is compact; since  77,,  is a local homeomorphism it is also

discrete, and hence finite.   It follows that \E(x): rr(x) = y\ is a finite collection.

Using 3.3 repeatedly, we can find an open set W(y) about K such that

WEMnr«r-<y><EM-*

provided that 7r(Xj) = 77(x2)= y, and that F(xj) HE(x2)= 0.   That is, the map

rW( x   preserves the decomposition of tt"  (y) into disjoint sets.

Let us write

TuHy)npy(AB) = {bl,...,bs\.

For each i choose an open set  Q. in AB(U) which contains   b. and is mapped ho-

meomorphically by  Ty  into a polydisc with center y.   Since s is finite, we may as-

sume that all  Q. ate mapped onto the same polydisk, say   P(y).   Set  Q = U Q ■.

Then py(AB)- Q is compact; so Ty(py(AB) - Q) is compact and misses y.   By

shrinking  Q . and P(y) as necessary, we may assume that

P(y) O Ty(p*y(AB) - Q) = 0.

We then have

T-l(p(y)) n p*(Aß) = U[Q¿ n P*y(AB)].

For each z, let V. = 7 ° p^,- (Q ■) so that the V. ate disjoint open sets and

V. contains E(x.) for each z. By shrinking Q ■ and P(y) as necessary, we can ef-

fect a shrinking of the  V. so that

r*W(y¿V?n'w(y¿V?=0

whenever  z / /.   For each p 6 F(y), write
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rulip)ftpuiAB) = {dl, ...,d\.

Using the above facts, it follows that  I < s.   By a suitable renumbering, we may

assume d. £ Q . tot 1 < / < t.   Let x £ j   ° py~  (d^).   Then x £ V^  and we have

p* o j*-liEix)) = Pu oj*~lix) = \dA

so that E(x)C Vj  also.   Furthermore,

77-Hp)= U[/*op*-1(o'.)]=U[(;*or-1(p))nvz]=UH(x!),

where each x .  is a point of  (/'    ° r~   (p)) ft V. and the unions extend over the in-

dices  1 < i < t.

Thus for each y £ Y, we have found an open set Vl(y) containing K and a

polydisk P(y) containing y such that:   if a and b are in AA with 77(a) = rr(b) £ P(y),

and E(a) ftE(b)= 0, then

[r*(y)(E(«))] n[r*(y)(E(*))] = 0.

Observe that if W is any open set with  K C VI C W(y) then rw also enjoys the prop-

erty of separating E(a) from E(b) whenever 77(a) = 77(e) £ P(y) and E(a) n E(b) = 0 .

Since Y is compact, we may choose a finite number of points y., • • • , y     so

that the polydisks   P(y j ),•••, P(y   ) cover Y.   Set If = I lW(y.).   It follows that

if a, /j are in AA with 77(a) = 77(e), but E(«) n E(b) = 0 then r^ separates E(a)

from E(¿>).   On the other hand, if 77(a) / n(b) then rw  automatically separates E(a)

from E(b).

Now if x and y are in  Aß and p,,(x) = p.Ay) then

\pl o j*-l[Eij*ix))]\ n ¡p* 0 /*-1[B0,*(y))]l = 0-

Thus if p and q ate p^AB) and j w(p) = j w(q), it follows that  (/| W)   (p) =

(/| W)   (a) for each / £ B(t/), since /   is constant on the sets ;  ~  (E(x)).   We show

that this property persists in a neighborhood of p^Aß).

Let p £ r,„(AA) and choose a polydisk P(p) about rrw(p) and an open set

Q(p) about p in AA(W) such that 77^ maps  Q(p) homeomorphically onto   P(p).

Since  /.w  is a local homeomorphism, ;„,"   (p)  np^,(Aß) is finite, equal to {qy

• •• ,  q  ! say.   As in the first part of the proof, we may choose open sets V.(p),

• • • , V (p) (shrinking Q(p) and P(p) as necessary) so that qi £ V{(p), j w maps

V .(p) homeomorphically onto Q(p) and

/1"1(2(P)) n p*(AB) = Utp^(AB) ft V.{p)].

li we do this for each  p £ r^AA), then the collection  í<2(p)¡  forms an open cover

of rw(AA); hence we can find a finite number of points, say pj,- • • , pr, such that

ß(Pi ), • • • . Q(P ) cover rw(AA).   For each z, let s(i) denote the cardinality of the

finite set /^_1(p) npu,(AB), and set
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Ox-Ú s\JvmiPk),    o2 = (jQ(pk).
fe=l   m = \ k=l

Observe that Q,, fi.  are open sets and that ;'H,(Q1)= ii2.

Let x, y eül with 7^(*)= /^(y) and let / € B(U).   We assert that (/| W)~(x)-

(/I W) (y).   In order to see this, first observe that there are integers k, m and ttz

with j*v(x) = j*w(y) £ Q(Pfe), x £ Vm(Pk) and y £ V   , (pk).   If ttz = ttz', then x = y

since jw  is a homeomorphism on  V   (pA), so assume m 4 m  .   We can find points

q, q'£ r^(AB) such that q £ Vm(pk),  q'£ V    , (pk) and jyiq) = f%(q').   Then

ig I "0 (q) = (g I W)   ("') for each g £ B(U); since B((/) is closed under differentia-

tion, it follows that  (/ | W)   and all its derivatives agree at q and q  .   Hence

(f\wf(x)= (f\W)"(y) as asserted.

Now choose and fix g £ B(U).   Define a function h on flL by h = g   °

Ou/ I O j )—   .   The   preceding  paragraph shows that h is well defined and analytic

on ÍL.   Since 02 contains r^AA), we can find an open set W   containing K such

that    r*     (AA(W')) Cfi2.    Then H = h ° r*ww >   is analytic on AA(W').   Regarding

W   as an open subset of S and of AA(W  ) we see that h. = g on W , so that h. =

g £ A.   Thus g e A(U), and we have the desired result.

If we drop the requirement that A and B be complete, a slight modification of

the above proof yields the following approximation theorem.

Theorem 4.2.   Let A and B be   stable   algebras of germs on K with ACS.

// ;'   is a homeomorphism of Aß onto AA and (7 is an open set containing K, then

there is an open set V with  KCVCU such that every function in B(il)\V is the

limit, uniformly on compact sets of functions in A(V).

In [5], Bjork obtained independently the result that if K is a compact set in

C" and (7 is open and contains K, then there is an open V,  KCVCU, such that

every function / 6 U((7), approximable in a neighborhood of K by polynomials, can

be approximated on V by polynomials.   The following corollary to Theorem 4.2 is

a more general result of this nature.

Corollary 4.3.  Let A be a stable algebra of germs on K and let U be an open

set containing K.   Let E be the set of f e U((7) such that f and all its derivatives

can be approximated uniformly on K by germs in A.   Then there is an open set V

with  KCVCU such that every function in E can be approximated uniformly on

compact subsets of V by functions in A(V).

It seems natural to ask whether the results of this section can be extended

to nonstable algebras.   For example, if A, ß are complete subalgebras of U(K),

A  is stable and AA - Aß, does it follow that A = ß?   In [l3]> it was shown that

this is the case when  K C C  .   The following example, suggested to the author

by Eva Kallin, shows that this is not the case in higher dimensions.
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We use Eva Kallin's nonlocal function algebra [15L   Let K be the compact

polynomially convex set there described, for which  P(K), the algebra of uniform

limits of polynomials on K, is not local.   The function / which is locally in  P(K)

but not in  P(K) is analytic in a neighborhood of bdy K.   Take A = completion in

C(bdy K) of the polynomials, and  B = completion in 0(bdy K) of the algebra gen-

erated by A and f.   Then AA = Aß = K but A ¡¿ ß.   The essential difficulty is that

the elements of A extend to be analytic near K while f does not.

5.  Algebras with few global germs.   Let A be a closed subalgebra of G(K)

containing the germs 1, ffj, • • • , a' , and closed under differentiation.   One may

ask whether A is isomorphic to a stable algebra.   An affirmative solution is easi-

ly obtained if A separates the points of K.   The general situation is more compli-

cated, but there is a satisfactory solution if K does not have too many components.

Lemma 5.1.   Let A be a subset of G(K) that contains a.y < • , a    and sepa-

rates the points of K.   Then there is an open set  U 3 K such that A(U) separates

the points of K.

Proof.  Ii x £ a(K), then F   = a~  (x) ft K is finite.   Hence there is an open

set  U   C K such that A(U  ) separates the points of F  .   Since a is a local ho-

meomorphism, it follows that A(Ux) separates the points of F   for y £ o(K) suf-

ficiently close to x.   A compactness argument shows that there are points  x., • • . ,

x    in cr(K) and open sets   Vj, ■ • > , V    covering o(K) such that A(Ux ) separates

the points of F   when y £ V..   If  U =  111/   . it is clear that A(U) separates the
j

points of K.

Now suppose that A is a closed subalgebra of G(K) containing I, a., • • • , a ,

closed under differentiation and separating the points of K.   Choose an open set

U C K so that A(U) separates the points of K.   If V is open, K C V C U, then r uv

is a homeomorphism of a neighborhood of K in AA(V) onto a neighborhood of K in

AA(fJ).   Following the proof of 3.6 we see easily that A is isomorphic to a stable

subalgebra of G(K), considering K as a subset of AA(U).

We now turn to the more general case.

Theorem 5.2.   Let A be a closed subalgebra of G(K) which is closed under

differentiation and contains the germs 1, cr j, • • • , O n%   If K has only finitely many

components, then there is a Stein-Riemann domain S   with global local coordinate

a', a compact set  K' C S', a closed stable subalgebra A ' of Q(K') and an iso-

morphism 4>: A -<A' such that <I>(1) = 1, $(a¿) = a'..

Proof.  The technique is similar to that employed in 3.6 and 4.1, so we omit

some details.   Choose x £ a(K).   We may find an open set  Vx D K such that A(Ux)

separates those points of F   = a~  (x) ft K that are separated by A.   We assert

that A(U ) separates the points of F    that are separated by A when y £ c(K) is close to x.
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If this were not so, we could find sequences  p. —* p, q . —. q in K such that

a(p.) = o(q .), o(p) = a(q) = x,  A separates p . from q ., but A(U  ) does not separate

p. from q..   Thus A does not separate p from 17.   Since K has only finitely many

components, we may assume that all the  p. belong to the component P, all the  q.

belong to the component Q.   If V is an open set containing K and g £ A(V), then g

and all its derivatives take the same value at p as at q.   Thus g identifies a

neighborhood of p with a neighborhood of q.   Connectedness of P and Q implies

that g(p ■) = g(q ) for every z.   This proves the assertion.

Now a compactness argument shows that we may find an open set W D K such

that A(W) separates the points of K that are separated by A.   Then if W   is open

and  K C W   C W, it follows that r      , is a homeomorphism of r   ,(K) onto r^K).

Take S'=AA(W0, ct'= ((ffj | wf,..., (~n | W)~) and K'= r*(K).   As in the proof

of 3.6, it may be seen that each i £ A gives rise to a germ $(f) £ U(rw(K)), that

3>(~.) = a'., and that 3>: A —» C(r,y(rv)) is an isomorphism onto its range, which is

a stable algebra.

It is easy to construct examples showing that 5.2 is false when K has infi-

nitely many components.   If we drop the requirement that $(o".) = a., it seems

harder to decide which algebras are isomorphic to stable algebras.
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